Some Seventeenth-Century Appraisals of Caravaggio’s Coloring

Introduction

Writing less than a decade after Caravaggio’s death, Giulio Mancini opened his biography of the artist with a statement about the importance of Caravaggio’s color: “Our age owes much to Michelangelo da Caravaggio for the coloring (colorir) that he introduced, which is now widely followed.”1 While the biography says little to help us understand exactly what Mancini thought was influential about Caravaggio’s coloring, a passage in the life of another artist, Terenzio Terenzi, makes it clear. Here, Mancini contrasted Caravaggio’s manner with Barocci’s, and found it, like that of Annibale Carracci’s color, “more tinted (tento più) and thus able to give more forcefulness (più forza)” to his pictures.2 Baglione praised both The Gypsy Fortune-Teller [Fig. 1] and the Giustiniani Cupid [Fig. 2] for their attractive coloring.3 He assessed Caravaggio’s most positive contribution to the history of art as his “good manner ... of coloring from nature.” Bellori wrote in similar terms in his Le Vite de’ Pittori, Scultori et Architetti Moderni of 1672. “Caravaggio’s colors,” he wrote, “are prized wherever art is valued.”4 Carlo Cesare Malvasia described Caravaggio’s coloring in similar terms in his Felsina Pittrice: Vite de’ Pittori Bolognesi (1687). When, in his Life of Guido Reni, he described the history of painting in Rome in the late Cinquecento, he contrasted the “weak and whitewashed” coloring of the Mannerists and the “imaginary and faint” colors of Giuseppe Cesari d’Arpino with Caravaggio’s “real and true-to-life” coloration (reale e vero).5 Clearly, Caravaggio’s coloring was one of the principal features of his art, perhaps the most significant. It was praised on three accounts: it was innovative, it was influential, and it had an admirable quality of “truthfulness” or verisimilitude.

Most modern studies of Caravaggio’s reputation have emphasized the negative criticism of his work, which centered on his poor invenzione, dependence on the model, and lack of disegno and decorum.6 Baglione was the first to condemn the artist’s impact on the history of art, because he did not use good judgment in selecting “the good from the bad” in his imitation of nature.7 This criticism of unselective imitation became a leitmotif of seventeenth-century art criticism, and Bellori was its most vocal exponent. In his influential essay “L’Idea” (1664), published as the preface to his Lives of Modern Painters, Sculptors, and Architects, Caravaggio was compared to Demetrius for being “too natural,” painting men as they appear, with all their defects and individual peculiarities.8 The definitive French view was voiced by André Félibien
in his sixth *Entrétienn*, published in 1679. He attacked Caravaggio’s slavish copying of nature, and also Cavalier d’Arpino’s failure to study nature, to set the stage for an encomium of Annibale Carracci as the savior of painting. As a result of these influential criticisms, which dominated Caravaggio’s critical fortunes until the twentieth century, we have not given sufficient attention in the literature to the high praise of Caravaggio’s coloring in his own times. Thus, we have overlooked a fundamental aspect of the artist’s importance.

Modern studies of Caravaggio’s contribution have also failed to emphasize the importance given to his coloring in his own lifetime and by succeeding generations. Indeed, they have focused predominantly upon a modern view, in which Caravaggio’s innovation in coloring is attributed to his strong chiaroscuro. For this viewpoint we are indebted to Roberto Longhi, who showed that Caravaggio’s tenebrism has a long ancestry in the works of his Lombard predecessors. Mina Gregori has continued this research, identifying night scenes,
candletlight, and strong chiaroscuro effects in the Campi, Savoldo, Moretto, Moroni, and other Lombards. While such an abundance of sources admirably reveals Caravaggio's debt to the past, this approach overlooks the aspects of his coloring that brought forth admiration on the part of Seicento critics. While sixteenth-century "Lombard" coloring received high praise in the Seicento, these comments were not directed at the Milanese and Brescian predecessors of Caravaggio but rather at Correggio and even Titian.

Howard Hibbard refined this viewpoint, describing the darkening of the shadows as the principal innovation of Caravaggio's religious paintings around 1600 and labelling the "extreme and unnatural use of light-dark," in the paintings on the lateral walls of the Contarelli chapel as a "forced chiaroscuro." Following Herwarth Röttgen's work on Giuseppe Cesari, Hibbard emphasized that Caravaggio's propensity for dark backgrounds and restricted areas of high illumination was not alien to the artistic milieu of late-sixteenth-century Rome. Giulio Argan and Richard Spear both cited earlier Roman models. Argan interpreted his chiaroscuro as the extreme consequence of Raphael's late experiments with chiaroscuro. Spear expanded on Argan's view and proposed that Caravaggio's intensified contrasts were indebted to his study of Raphael's Transfiguration, which he qualified further by showing how Caravaggio's own Lombard experiences of Leonardo's dark manner prepared him to absorb the lessons of Raphael. This argument has the virtue of accounting for the first few years in Rome when Caravaggio painted in a "blond" manner without strong chiaroscuro, for Spear's logic is that he was stimulated to study and emulate Raphael only when his own commissions called for religious istorie. Carlo Del Bravo recently proposed that Caravaggio's tenebrism develops qualities of Tintoretto, particularly in regard to the contrast of light to darkness as a metaphor of grace overcoming evil. On the other hand, Benedict Nicolson and Maria Rzepińska have emphasized instead that tenebrism was a widespread phenomena of which Caravaggio was certainly the most daring, notorious exponent but not the "originator."

Charles Dempsey has been an exception to this fixation on chiaroscuro by underscoring the importance of the artist's use of saturated pigments, which Walter Friedlaender identified many years ago as a characteristic of the "anti-Mannerist" reformers. Dempsey has extended to the crucial issue of coloring the position advocated by Malvasia and Bellori that the Carracci were the principal reformers of Italian painting and that Caravaggio was dependent on them. But he fails to demonstrate this dependence with specific analyses, nor is he able to show how it played out in the crucial years before 1600. I believe his view misinterprets the position of these Seicento critics, as I plan to show, for it totally overlooks the extent to which these writers saw Caravaggio's coloring as innovative.

I believe we can go further towards understanding the importance of Caravaggio's color by looking closely at the way it was discussed in the Seicento. Such an examination will reveal the way in which Caravaggio's coloring was seen to be influential, as well as providing a critical assessment of the value and shortcomings of that view.

Natural and Unnatural Chiaroscuro

Surprisingly enough, the earlier writers emphasized Caravaggio's lack of naturalism more than Bellori and Malvasia. Mancini, writing c. 1621, was of the opinion that Caravaggio's coloring was artificial and unnatural, lacking somiglianza and similitudine—that resemblance to nature and verisimilitude which he found in the works of the Carracci and their followers. One reason for this was explained elsewhere: Caravaggio's color was too dark, lacking the brilliance of colors in nature. "Caravaggio's coloring tends towards black," he explained in a section on framing, where he argued that, like old pictures that have lost the strength of their colors, such dark works could be displayed in gilded frames without dazzling the eyes. Yet it was not as extreme as that of certain followers, such as Ribera, who, when adopting Caravaggio's coloring for his own, made it "more tinted and more fierce" (più tonto e più fiero). However, it was Caravaggio's system of lighting—not his coloring per se—that really made his works look "unnatural" in Mancini's eyes. This was because he eliminated all the reflections that normally make forms partially visible in the shadows. Mancini suggested that the reason he exaggerated the contrast of light and dark was to enhance the illusion of relief. In his description of the four schools of contemporary Roman painting, the lighting system of the Caravaggesque school is described as an artificial device for enhancing relief:

A quality of this school is to illuminate [the scene] with a single light that comes from above without reflections, as it would look in a room where there was one window and the walls were painted black, which thus, making the lights and the shadows very light and very dark, results in giving more relief to the picture, however, in a way that is not natural, nor was it done, or thought of, in any other century or by any previous painter, such as Raphael, Titian, Correggio, and others.
By contrast, the ideal pictures of the Carracci and their school were said to be characterized by a natural light like that of Raphael and the painters of Lombardy. It was not as if Caravaggio had completely ignored the scientific principles of light and shadow in nature: it was just that he had chosen a situation that rarely, if ever, occurs in nature. Hence, he earned the label “unnatural.”

A similar criticism of the unnaturalness of Caravagggesque light and shadow was voiced by the painter Matteo Zaccolini, whose four-volume manuscript treatise on color and perspective was written between 1618 and 1622. He devoted considerable attention to the theory of light and shadow, promoting an ideal of soft, natural light and transparent shadow, and harshly criticized the dark shadows of tenebrism. His remarks on shadow occur in two places: in the volume entitled Prospettiva del colore, there are 25 chapters which make up Book IX (“On Shadows”), plus a few remarks on light and shadow in Book XVI, a collection of miscellaneous chapters; and there are occasional remarks in the volume entitled Della descrizione dell’ombre prodotte da corpi opachi rettilinei, a treatise on the geometrical projection of shadows. Zaccolini promoted a scientific ideal in which light and shadow were...
Based upon the appearance of nature and the underlying principles of the physics of light. But he also had an aesthetic viewpoint which seems to be similar to that manifested in the paintings of the Carracci, Domenichino, and other Emilian artists.

Although Zaccolini never mentions Caravaggio per se (Raphael and Michelangelo are the only artists cited), he presents several criticisms of tenebrist painting which his readers would have understood as referring to Caravaggio and his followers. In his volume on cast shadows, he argued that Caravaggesque tenebrism was not a good imitation of nature:

Without the tempering of reflected light, the said shadowy space will not seem to be a shadow but will appear to be total darkness (dense tenebre), as in nighttime; this is not a good imitation of nature, but rather makes a crude, cutting manner, and does not contribute to the beauty of appearances; therefore, this [practice] should be abhorred by the Painter.30

Like Mancini, he believed that shadow always contained some reflected light; otherwise, it would be total darkness. Painters who eliminated such reflections would produce an unnatural obscurity. He recommended that very dark shadows be placed only in the foreground, juxtaposed to the brightest lights, restricted to a few places unreached by reflected light. So strong was his abhorrence of unnaturally dark shadows that he advised against them even in the portrayal of night scenes.31 Instead, he recommended that the painter create a naturalistic setting with carefully placed artificial lights at a distance from the figures. Since light from a point source radiates outward, the distance would diffuse the light by the time it reached the figures, and the contrast between light and shadow would be less extreme. Cast shadows also would be less defined, and fewer would be projected upon other forms. As a result, the artist would create a picture that revealed the form and color of figures, thereby maximizing relief, and the clarity of spatial relationships.

Pietro Testa expressed similar ideas in his notes for a treatise on painting. Although he did not refer to Caravaggio or other contemporaries, his ideas on chiaroscuro were formulated in reaction to the tenebrist style, in an ambience nourished by the ideas of Zaccolini. Testa was connected with the Dal Pozzo workshop in the 1630s during the period that Cassiano prepared his own copy of the Zaccolini manuscripts and guided Poussin to prepare copies for his trip to Paris. Furthermore, soon after Testa’s arrival in Rome, he had gained entrance to Domenichino’s studio, where he would have absorbed ideas of this master, who had actually studied perspective and optics with Zaccolini. Thus, although we have no evidence that Testa ever read the Zaccolini manuscripts, he had ample opportunity to be exposed indirectly to ideas contained within them, and this debt is revealed in some of his notes on chiaroscuro. Like Zaccolini, he regarded the light of torches with their dark shadows as crude and lacking harmony (crudo and senza armonia) [Fig. 4].32 He preferred instead the transparent shadows resulting from reflected light, which he believed was always present in nature.33 Therefore, he justified an aesthetic of moderation with an appeal to naturalism: the excessive contrasts of a forceful style imitating effects of torchlight could not compare to the natural look of sunlight diffused through a veil of air.34 However, Testa was also reacting against an excessively sweet style in which the darks were eliminated, as in the late works of Guido Reni; he also criticized the unnaturalness of excessive reflections which destroyed the balance between light and shadow.

4) Pietro Testa, diagram of three types of lighting. Notebook, folio 7 recto, Kunstmuseum, Düsseldorf.
The same type of criticism appeared thirty years later in Sentiments sur la distinction des diverses manières de peinture, dessin, & graveurs..., Paris, 1649, by the engraver and perspective expert Abraham Bosse. He shared Zaccolini’s concern for the importance of tempering shadows with reflected light, a position he had developed in his treatise of the previous year on shadow projection and color, perhaps inspired by the manuscript copy of Zaccolini which Poussin brought to France.35 He argued that Caravaggio erred by making his shadows too black and exaggerating the contrast of light and dark. Surely this criticism arose not because he relied on reproductive engravings that toned down Caravaggio’s naturalism, as Goldstein suggested,36 but because he upheld a scientific ideal that paintings should be clear, legible, and founded upon principles derived from a study of nature and mathematics. Indeed, this scientific ideal characterized all of his treatises on perspective, but his rigid insistence on mathematical accuracy brought him into conflict with other artists and eventually led to his demise.37

Surface Verisimilitude and Relief

As the tide of Caravaggesque followers diminished later in the century, the focus of criticism shifted from the unnaturalness of Caravaggio’s lighting to an appreciation of his skill at creating illusions. We first see this in the writings of Scannelli (Cesena, 1657), who extolled the surface verisimilitude and relief that Caravaggio created with his mastery of coloring. This surface verisimilitude (verità) was something so extraordinary that Caravaggio was deemed “a unique exponent of naturalism”
(unico mostro di naturalezza). He added that many people believed him to be “most excellent above all others” (sopra d’ogni altro eccellentissimo), but his own assessment was more cautious: Caravaggio “was endowed with a particular genius, by means of which he made his works look like extraordinary and truly singular imitations of nature, and in communicating force and relief to the painting he was not inferior, perhaps even superior to any other painter.”

Scannelli’s reservation was that Caravaggio’s imitation of nature was all surface; his work lacked the profound lifelikeness of the affetti, that imitation of internal states of mind conveyed by gesture, body posture, and facial expression. Therefore, he ranked him below the highest rank of painters, which was filled by Raphael, Titian, and Correggio. Comparing Caravaggio’s Mary Magdalene [Fig. 5] with Correggio’s Magdalen in the Pietà for the Del Bono Chapel [Fig. 6], Scannelli observed the deep expression of sorrow in Correggio’s figure, which he called both natural and appropriate. He argued that because she is so beautiful and appears to cry, she moves the spectator to compassion. By contrast, Caravaggio’s figure was judged lacking in naturalism of expression: “The work by Caravaggio does not demonstrate naturalism (la naturalezza), except in its purely superficial appearance: because he was not able to animate it, the figure appears without spirit, grace, and appropriate expression, so that one could say that everything appears dead.”

Nevertheless, in comparison with his immediate predecessors, Barocci and the Cavaliere d’Arpino, Caravaggio was “the leader of the naturalists,” due to the great relief and realism (verità) of his figures. Furthermore, in contrast to Arpino [Fig. 7], his works had the extraordinary capacity to deceive the viewer,
and made Arpino’s works look far from nature, weak, lacking, and worse, “not even [worthy of being called] in fact Painting.”41 The offensive remark was justified by defining painting as an adequate imitation of the effects of nature (adequata imitatione de gli effetti di natura). This is a rather unusual definition in that it takes into account the beholder’s judgment of the imitation as “adequate.” Scannelli’s standard is not the scientific principles of nature but the judgment of the spectator’s eye.42

It was this attitude which led Scannelli to emphasize the importance of surface verisimilitude to good painting. He opined that the first step in convincing the eye is the imitation of “natural appearances.” “Surface verisimilitude” refers to aspects of appearance such as the textures of cloth, flesh, hair, and metal; the play of light on flat and curved surfaces; the variety and intensity of colors in nature. These effects should be distinguished from the illusion of three-dimensional space and volumes, which were equally important to deceive the eye. Scannelli wrote that, by creating trompe l’œil effects with color, Caravaggio engaged the viewer, “charming and ravishing the eye.”43 The ravishment of the eye and the deceitfulness of pictorial illusions are literary topoi deriving from Graeco-Roman literature and they were reintroduced into art criticism by the early humanists.44 By Scan-
nelli’s time, they had become standard in art biography and criticism. But that does not diminish the aptness of this criterion to describe the achievement of Caravaggio. Indeed, although all early biography and criticism is replete with literary “fictions” and ekphrases, other artists were praised quite differently. It is significant that encomia pertaining to verisimilitude appear with greater frequency and insistency in the literature on artists (such as Giotto, Leonardo, and Titian), who were particularly innovative colorists, and whose discoveries in coloring seemed to their contemporaries to “advance” the naturalistic imitation of light and color. Indeed, Scannelli made it clear that such mastery was particularly laudable because it was not achieved by a mere copying of nature; rather, the artist had to know “how to animate his colors with a most excellent artifice.” Thus, The Calling of St. Matthew [Fig. 8] was espoused as “truly, one of the most pastoso, relief-like (rilevate), and natural works,” which demonstrated “the artifice of painting through its imitation of mere surface appearances.” The Ludovisi St. Thomas [Fig. 9] and other paintings of half figures were called “very relief-like and lifelike” (molto rilevate, e simile al vivo). The nude St. John the Baptist once in the Pio gallery [Fig. 10]
and the Giustiniani Cupid [Fig. 2] were praised for the lifeliness of the coloring, which "could not reveal truer flesh if he had been alive." But as for describing the practices involved in this artifice, Scannelli remained mute, content to extoll their realistic appearance with the standard phrases of encomiastic praise that Italians took from Pliny.

Malvasia (1678) also used terms of praise to describe Caravaggio's color. He admired the surface realism the artist created with convincing textures and forceful relief. Like Scannelli, he saw colore as the key to imitating the external appearance of nature; but he also saw its limitations within the broader context of pictorial naturalism. Both writers believed that true naturalism required making visible the internal states of mind and actions. When Malvasia paraphrased some of Albani's notes for a Treatise on Painting (begun in the 1640s with Orazio Zamboni), he chose to start with Albani's condemnation of Caravaggio, introducing at the outset the difference between Caravaggio's "somiglianza del vero" and true verisimilitude which required costume, the expression of emotions, and a concetto. This then allowed him to set up a dichotomy between the bad imitation of Caravaggio and the good imitation of masters such as Raphael, Correggio, and Titian, whose coloring was more praiseworthy for its conformity to nature.

Malvasia was more critical than Scannelli of Caravaggio's coloring in that he saw it as faulty even as an imitation of surface verisimilitude, for which reason the artists who imitated it were obliged to make "corrections." Although Malvasia did not write a biography of Caravaggio, he discussed his influence on the art of Guido Reni, Guercino, and Leonello Spada. From these accounts we can deduce what Malvasia thought was characteristic, praiseworthy, faulty, and influential about Caravaggio's coloring.

Spada, known as "the ape of Caravaggio," was praised as "one of the best colorists ever seen: his figures were so lifelike and 'full of blood' it seemed as if he ground up human flesh and used it for his colors." When he imitated Caravaggio in some paintings of David and Goliath [Fig. 11], his coloring became...
"so tremendous that among fictive and dead things it itself became true and alive." Guercino similarly became a great colorist by imitating the strong coloring (il colorire forte) and fierce tinting (il fiero tingere) of Caravaggio [Fig. 12]. But Malvasia added that Spada had to "temper the severe shadows of Caravaggio" in order to make his works more correct and graceful, while Guercino also found it necessary to make corrections and add more grace.

What was it about Caravaggio’s coloring that made it so compelling, and what was so wrong that Spada and Guercino had to correct it and make it graceful? What Malvasia admired was the appearance of vividness of color, which he saw as
a prerequisite for creating verisimilitude. He claimed that this was the quality that lured both Spada and Guercino away from the sweetness and softness of Reni. Spada looked to Caravaggio when he became determined to find a “more grand and fierce manner” than Guido’s, and returned from Malta to Bologna with a coloring that was more intense and brilliant (vivace). Guercino also turned to Caravaggio’s forceful manner as the alternative to Guido’s pretty, sweet style. Even Reni himself learned something from Caravaggio. While forced to copy his style literally in the early Crucifixion of St. Peter [Fig. 13] due to Arpino’s dare, Reni was later able to select from Caravaggio the qualities that would “heighten his
style and give fierceness to his colors." Thus in the Pietà with Five Saints for the Bolognese church of the Mendicanti [Fig. 14], he produced a work with so much relief and such awesomeness that he regained the admiration of the jealous Ludovico Carracci, who was then compelled to respond by deepening the shadows in his own Calling of St. Matthew [Fig. 15]. Malvasia recognized that deep shadows created a strong contrast with lighter colors, making them appear more vivid. In conclusion, it was Caravaggio’s use of strong contrasts and limitation of very bright areas to a few spots that made his work so compelling and forceful; Malvasia frequently described it as dark and eye-catching (maniera cacciatata e scura).

This was also Caravaggio’s downfall, because he limited himself to one particular type of lighting, thus eliminating the vast number of natural situations where the light of day was clear and diffused. Such limitations made his coloring ultimately “unnatural,” necessitating the “corrections” that Spada and Guercino so wisely undertook. Guido Reni’s lighting was seen as more natural because it was “the type everyone sees daily on the streets, in the squares, and in churches,” in contrast to the “awesome and forced shadows that occur when the light of the sun falls from high above through a half-closed window, or from a lit torch, both of which are, in every way, too artificial, violent, and affected, are not seen naturally and in ordinary circumstances, except for the case of representations of night scenes, fires, or similar things.”

Everything that Malvasia thought was wrong with Caravaggio’s coloring is revealed in an anecdote put in the voice of Annibale Carracci in the Life of Guido Reni. Malvasia related that Annibale Carracci, after having learned about Caravaggio’s dramatic success in Rome, resolved to better his rival by developing a manner categorically opposed to it in four aspects: color, light, shadow, and imitation of nature. Annibale would replace Caravaggio’s fierce coloring with one that was more “tender.” In place of Caravaggio’s broken and cutting light, he would substitute an open, frontal lighting. And, instead of night scenes using dark shadows that obscure forms, he would set his scenes in a clear daylight in order to “reveal his most learned and erudite studies [of nature].” It is only at the end that Annibale resolved to replace Caravaggio’s unselective approach to nature with a style that adds nobility and harmony by selecting and combining the most perfect and admirable parts of nature.

Malvasia’s anecdote is a rhetorical device to make a point about the ideology of Reni’s coloring and its sources in Emilian practice. It is not a historical account of an event that really happened, yet it has real value for us as historians. For it records Malvasia’s understanding of two opposing attitudes towards coloring and gives us a sense of how Malvasia thought Caravaggio’s position needed to be modified. We learn that Malvasia thought Caravaggio’s coloring lacked the quality of tenderness (tenero), a descriptive term often used in conjunction with “sweetness,” which in practice would be manifested in less extreme contrasts and more gentle transitions. Caravaggio’s lighting also disrupted pictorial unity, breaking...
forms into parts with its strong contrasts. This is the same thing that Zaccolini criticized in tenebrist painting as a crude, cutting manner, lacking unione.68 Gradual transitions from the illuminated to the shadowed parts of bodies had been repeatedly espoused since Leonardo da Vinci. Vasari and later writers saw them as one of the principle qualities distinguishing modern painting from the hard, dry manner of the Quattrocento. Thus, while this fictive dialogue functions to justify Reni’s choice of a sweet manner by emphasizing its endorsement by Annibale [Fig. 16], it also helps us to better understand Malvasia’s comments on the “improvements” to Caravaggio’s fierce manner that were undertaken by Spada and Guercino.

When Malvasia talked of Spada’s “tempering” of shadows, he meant that he introduced reflected light to soften the transitions between light and dark and eliminate the excessive darkness of the tenebre. Zaccolini used the verb “tempering” in a similar way. It was something the painter did to reduce the intensity of very dark shadows so that they would seem to unite with the less dark parts.69 Similarly, what Guercino did to add “grace” was doubtlessly a softening of the transitions between degrees of light and shadow. Numerous writers before Malvasia had argued that such gradual transitions produced “sweetness” (dolcezza), “tenderness” (tenerezza), “grace” (grazia), and “union” (unione).70

But there is still more to Malvasia’s criticism: the extreme contrast which can make relief so forceful and colors appear so vivid will create a problem of compositional unity and harmony. Malvasia believed that vivid colors were difficult to unify, that they rarely go together well, and often look excessive. This view was typical of mid-Seicento authors.71 It underlies his appraisal of Guercino:

His coloring was a caricature that exceeded naturalness; when past masters reached this level they could not do anything more; whereas, when the colors were held [by Guercino], they were mortified because they did not clash. If he delighted in reinforcing them, [it was] because they exceeded the limits, thus moderating them with a burning judgment that only rendered the excess pleasing.72

In sum, Guercino’s coloring was unnatural because it was too strong, because such vivid colors and intense contrasts only occasionally occur in nature, and because his lighting was limited to two “accidental” conditions in nature—dark nights illuminated by a single light, and broad, intense daylight. But he deserved praise because he found a way to organize these colors effectively in a way that no one had done before.

Giovanni Pietro Bellori also recognized the difficulty of harmonizing strong colors, and was the first to publish the idea that Caravaggio actually avoided truly vivid colors. Describing his contribution to the reform of late maniera painting, Bellori explained that

by avoiding all prettiness and vanity in his color, Caravaggio strengthened his tones and gave them blood and flesh, reminding painters of [the importance of] imitation.
However, one finds that he never used cinnabar reds and azure blues in his figures; and even when he sometimes had to use them, he weakened them (*li ammorrzava*), saying that they were the poison of colors.73

Bellori’s use of the verb “ammorzar,” which means to extinguish a fire, and by extension, to attenuate or diminish the intensity of something, clearly suggests the reduction of color saturation. This is the quality that makes colors vivid and “fiery,” as writers on art had recognized from the time of Leonardo.74 This crucial passage demonstrates Bellori’s recognition that, while Caravaggio’s colors seemed stronger and more lifelike than the artificial pastel colors of Arpino and other predecessors, such intensity was not merely due to a use of pure, bright pigment.

Like Malvasia and Scannelli, Bellori made a distinction between the excessive naturalism of Caravaggio’s unselective models and the naturalness of his color. He praised the
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verisimilitude of color in many of the works that he described. The imitation of color in The Card Players [Fig. 17] was so effective, he said, that it did not even look fictive.75 He marveled that the Magdalene [Fig. 5] imitates real color “using only a few tints.”76 Concerning the versions of The Supper at Emmaus (Pinacoteca di Brera, Milan [Fig. 18], and National Gallery, London [Fig. 19]),77 he wrote that “the first [the Patrizi version] is more tinted (più tinta), but both are praiseworthy for the imitation of natural color, even though they are lacking in decorum, since Michele frequently degenerated into lowly and vulgar forms.”78

The problem, however, was that what should have been only the means to an end became the end in itself. Caravaggio, he wrote, “aspired only to the glory of coloring, so that flesh, skin and blood and natural surfaces would appear real, and to this alone he turned his eye and industry, leaving aside all other ways of thinking about art [emphasis mine].”79 Bel-lori regarded verisimilitude as a necessary condition of ideal
painting. Of course, naturalistic coloring was not sufficient; art must also have an intellectual content manifested in an appropriate visual form, as Bellori made clear in Idea and throughout his praise of Annibale Carracci and Domenichino. He thus critiqued the ancient tradition of pictorial panegyric (of which the Zeuxis story is the most celebrated example), which Vasari had revived and in which other modern biographers continued to work, and tried to replace it with one based upon literary standards in which meaning and style were inseparable. Caravaggio was admired for showing the way towards the ideal by his innovations in coloring, and for this reason his biography was included in the Lives while artists of the caliber of Bernini and Pietro da Cortona were excluded. But he was also “too natural,” for his works lacked the intellectual content to raise them to the level of the ideal: his works were condemned as “without invenzione, decorum, disegno, nor any science of painting.”

Although Bellori clearly preferred Caravaggio’s early works (Mary Magdalene, The Flight into Egypt, The Card Players [Figs. 5 and 17]) with their sweet, pure colors, and trans-
parent shadows, he did not condemn the later works for their lack of naturalism. He recognized that the strong, dark shadows and the restricted areas of light were practices that gave great relief to the figures, and did imitate one particular natural situation: a windowless room, with a lamp placed very high, shining directly onto the figure. Such a light would strongly illuminate one part of the figure, leaving the rest in shadow. This new style left behind the sweetness and purity of the early works; its coloring was instead described as most fierce (fierissime), and Bellori appreciated the way that small areas of bright light could enliven a composition.82 Nevertheless, these examples make it clear that Seicento writers were not referring simply to Caravaggio’s strong chiaroscuro when they praised the verisimilitude of his coloring. Although his use of chiaroscuro was regarded as novel, it was not the most praiseworthy quality of his coloring.83 Furthermore, none of these critics suggested that Caravaggio’s coloring was a facile copying of nature, despite the fact that Caravaggio was criticized for aping nature in nearly every other respect. Indeed, these writers recognized the artifice of his coloring, whether they condemned it as artificial or praised its efficacy at imitating the appearance of colors in nature.

The Artifice of Art

The most perspicuous statement of Caravaggio’s artifice was expressed by Vincenzo Giustiniani, one of Caravaggio’s principal patrons.84 In a well-known letter to Teodoro Amaden written in the decade following Caravaggio’s death, Giustiniani identified twelve types of painting and ranked them on a scale from easiest to most difficult.85 He put servile copying from a cartoon at the bottom, and ordered his hierarchy by the amount of skill and knowledge required to conceive and execute the work. His letter is an important document of early Seicento taste, for he ranked Caravaggio together with Annibale Carracci in the twelfth and highest category, which was defined as “working both from nature and di maniera.” His description made clear that Caravaggio had mastered the challenges described in the lower levels of the artistic scale, such as “painting from the imagination without a model,” a characteristic of the tenth category, and “working directly from nature,” a characteristic of the eleventh category, where Giustiniani placed Rubens and Honthorst. Combining nature with imagination involved greater competence than either alone. However, as Giustiniani surely knew, Caravaggio worked directly on the canvas before a model, and one wonders what role he thought imagination played in Caravaggio’s art. Given the critical tradition in which Caravaggio’s coloring was seen as unnatural and full of artifice, can we assume that Giustiniani regarded his coloring as a transformation of nature?

In order to answer this question, we must first examine what Giustiniani said about the difficulties of coloring, looking at remarks incorporated in the descriptions of three of the twelve categories. In discussing the fifth category, flower painting, he remarked upon the difficulty of managing coloring to indicate both the position of objects in space and their illumination. As a youth in Rome, Caravaggio had worked as a flower painter in Arpino’s workshop, and later continued to do independent still lifes of fruit and flowers, as in the Basket of Fruit in the Ambrosiana, Milan [Fig. 20], his only extant independent still life. Giustiniani followed this by citing Caravaggio’s opinion that as much effort is involved in painting flowers as figures:

The first thing that the painter has to know well is how to manage colors, especially regarding the effects they make, in order to be able to make evident the various inclinations and distances of all these small objects and the variety of lights. It is rather difficult to succeed at uniting these two circumstances and conditions if one has not mastered this mode of painting.... And Caravaggio used to say that it was as much work to do a good painting of flowers as of figures.87
This important observation requires further commentary. Flower painting required that position be indicated by coloring because the different distances from the eye were so slight that linear perspective would be inappropriate. The ways an artist could use coloring to indicate distance were first outlined by Zaccolini in his Prospettiva del colore of 1618–22. There were three principal methods, each of which could be used independently or in conjunction with the other two. One was to create a degradation of color, moving from pure color in the immediate foreground to mixed color in the distance. Another was to diminish focus and finish, injecting more details in the foreground and delineating sharper contours than in the more distant forms. The third was to present a great contrast of light and shadow in the foreground—with lusters and the darkest darks—and successively diminish contrast as the distance increased. Any of these means could serve to distinguish nearer from more distant forms, or even the near parts from the far parts of a single object.

The second difficulty, representing the variety of lights, required that the painter distinguish the appearance of light on surfaces of different color and texture. Since painters normally represented one principal source of light in a single painting, he was not likely to be referring to effects of multiple light sources. Rather, what was important in still life painting was revealing the play of light on surfaces: otherwise, petals and leaves would look opaque and artificial. This is accomplished by varying the lightness and darkness of colors, and particularly by paying attention to the position and shape of lusters and highlights.88 We use the same visual cues to distinguish wax and silk flowers from real ones whenever the imitation of form is accurate. Caravaggio, as we have seen, was praised by Scannelli, Malvasia, and Bellori for his ability to render these effects of surface verisimilitude. Bellori also lauded his sensitivity to creating textural illusions in still life: “He painted a vase of flowers with the transparencies of the water and glass and the reflections of a window of the room, rendering flowers sprinkled with the freshest dewdrops.”89

Giustiniani concluded by explaining that it was particularly difficult to take account of both at the same time. We will return to this point after talking about the other passages in which the handling of color is mentioned.

In discussing the coloring of maniera painters in the tenth category, Giustiniani said that they colored their works to make them pretty or pleasing (vago). Since these artists had been characterized as painting from the imagination without a model, we can assume that their pretty coloring was also seen as imaginative and full of artifice.

In his discourse on the eleventh category, working from nature, Giustiniani explained the difficulties of imitating the colors of nature.90 Here he included the artists Rubens, Spagnoletto, Honthorst, Terbrugghen, and Rombouts. First, he described the coloring of these artists as “pretty” or “pleasing” (vago), but then added that their coloring was appropriate. In other words, these painters did not deviate from the decorum of nature by following the fantasies of the imagination as did the maniera paintings. Second, he again used the expression “to manage colors” (manneggiare i colori) adding “this knowledge is almost instinctual, and a gift given to very few.” The idea that certain aspects of artistic talent, coloring in particular, were intuitive, and could not be taught, was not unusual. Then he explained the criteria for a successful imitation of nature.

Above all, one has to know how to give the appropriate light to the color of each part, so that the greyed colors (su-dici) are not crude but are blended [into the lighter colors] with sweetness and unity. However, the dark areas and the lighted areas must remain distinct so that the eye is satisfied by the blending of the lights and darks without perceiving an alteration of the true color....91

This passage reveals that Giustiniani conceived of three conditions for a convincing illusion of natural light and color: (1) that there is no confusion between the illuminated and the shadowed parts of objects, (2) that both light and shadow are perceived as part of a continuum of natural light, and (3) that the eye does not perceive any alteration in the true color of the objects. All three describe the viewer’s perception, not the pictorial techniques, which the masterly painter “knows” how to achieve. This passage helps us to understand why in the section on flower painting it was said to be difficult to coordinate “two circumstances and conditions”—illusions of position with effects of light. Pictorial technique in both instances requires variations in the lightness, darkness, and intensity of color.

Caravaggio is mentioned in the following category, the twelfth and highest, which is defined as a combination of working from nature and from the imagination (e.g., from the two preceding categories). If we extend what was previously said about coloring to the twelfth category, then Caravaggio’s virtue was his ability to combine the successful imitation of natural appearances with an imaginative use of color to create that which was not normally visible. Giustiniani asserted that he shared this with his contemporaries Annibale Carracci and Guido Reni. Annibale was also praised by Seicento sources as a great innovator in colore.92

Although this pairing of Caravaggio and Annibale is unique at this time, Giustiniani’s remarkably positive assessment of
Caravaggio is not totally at odds with that of other Seicento writers. There is no doubt that others regarded Caravaggio as an imitator of nature, but we have also seen that many of his visual effects were considered imaginative (although this was normally grounds for criticism). Mancini, Zaccolini, and Malvasia noted the artifice of his lighting, criticizing its unnaturalness while recognizing its potency as a pictorial device. Bellori noted his limited palette, which avoided excessively fiery colors like cinnabar red and azure blue in order to maintain pictorial unity. All of the writers were in agreement on one crucial point: Caravaggio’s coloring was not a servile matching of nature, but required the artifice of art.

Even though many of the details of Caravaggio’s life and his relationship to his contemporaries have been shown to be fallacious by modern scholarship, this does not undermine their value as critical assessments. Indeed, the very fact that Caravaggio was cited as the source of both forceful and tenebristic modes of coloring testifies to the extent to which his colore was seen as innovative and, consequently, influential. The negative assessment of this alleged influence is well known, but I have shown that there was also a strong positive current in which Caravaggio’s innovations were regarded as masterly, historically significant, and worthy of imitation, although never reaching the ultimate level of perfection.

This paper was written in 1986–87 and rewritten in 1991 during a Mellon fellowship at the American Academy in Rome. I wish to acknowledge helpful editorial comments and advice by David Stone, Anthony Colantuono, Diane De Grazia, and Patricia Rubin.
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